YOUR OFFICIAL GUIDE & CHECKLIST TO OUR MOST HEARTWARMING ORNAMENTS

These ornaments vividly capture magical moments and iconic characters from Disney, Pixar, Marvel and Star Wars with immaculate, authentic details. Now’s your chance to bring home the magic and celebrate the season all year long.

Check back throughout the season as more ornaments become available.

Collect them all!
A. SANTA STITCH COOKIE ORNAMENT
B. LILO & STITCH LIGHT-UP SINGING LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
C. LADY AND THE TRAMP ORNAMENT
D. ENCHANTED ROSE LIGHT-UP LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
E. MRS. POTTS, COGSWORTH, AND LUMIERE ORNAMENT
F. JIMINY CRICKET ORNAMENT
G. PINOCCHIO GLASS GLOBE ORNAMENT
A. The Fox and the Hound 40th Anniversary Legacy Ornament
B. The Great Mouse Detective 35th Anniversary Legacy Ornament
C. The Reluctant Dragon 80th Anniversary Legacy Ornament
D. The Rescuers Ornament
E. Dumbo 80th Anniversary Legacy Ornament
F. Genie Ornament
G. Tinker Bell Ornament Set
H. Pascal Light-Up Living Magic Ornament
I. The Aristocats Ornament
A. MAD HATTER ORNAMENT
B. ALICE IN WONDERLAND 70TH ANNIVERSARY LEGACY ORNAMENT
C. TINKER BELL ORNAMENT

D. ATLANTIS 20TH ANNIVERSARY LEGACY ORNAMENT
E. MARY POPPINS SINGING LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
F. THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME 25TH ANNIVERSARY LEGACY ORNAMENT
G. 101 DALMATIANS 60TH ANNIVERSARY LEGACY ORNAMENT
A. SLEEPING BEAUTY LIGHT-UP LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT

B. SNOW WHITE SINGING LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT

C. AURORA FAIRYTALE MOMENTS ORNAMENT

D. SNOW WHITE FAIRYTALE MOMENTS ORNAMENT

E. MULAN FAIRYTALE MOMENTS ORNAMENT

F. BELLE FAIRYTALE MOMENTS ORNAMENT

G. TIANA FAIRYTALE MOMENTS ORNAMENT

H. CINDERELLA FAIRYTALE MOMENTS ORNAMENT

Plays Music

Lights Up
A. RAYA AND THE LAST DRAGON ORNAMENT

B. QUEEN ANNA FAIRYTALE MOMENTS ORNAMENT

C. ELSA AND NOKK FAIRYTALE MOMENTS ORNAMENT

D. SISU LIGHT-UP LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT

E. ELSA SINGING LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT

$22.99 USD
A. THE HAUNTED MANSION GLOW IN THE DARK LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
B. LOCK, SHOCK, AND BARREL ORNAMENT
C. FANTASIA ORNAMENT
D. CHESIRE CAT LIGHT-UP LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
E. THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS SINGING LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
F. THE LITTLE MERMAID SINGING LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
G. SCAR SINGING LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
A. B.

THE MANDALORIAN™ ORNAMENT

LUKE SKYWALKER™ AND WAMPA™ ORNAMENT

C. GROGU™ ORNAMENT

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.
A. UP HOUSE ORNAMENT

B. CARL & ELLIE WEDDING ORNAMENT

C. DUG TALKING LIVING MAGIC ORNAMENT
A. EYORE ORNAMENT
B. MICKEY AND FRIENDS ORNAMENT
C. CHIP 'N DALE ACORN ORNAMENT

D. MICKEY AND FRIENDS SLEIGH ORNAMENT
E. MINNIE MOUSE HOLIDAY EAR HEADBAND ORNAMENT

F. WINNIE THE POOH AND PALS ORNAMENT
G. WINNIE THE POOH AND THE HONEY TREE 55TH ANNIVERSARY LEGACY ORNAMENT
H. JAQ AND GUS ORNAMENT SET
I. IT'S A SMALL WORLD ORNAMENT